
Once a California staple, Shakey’s Pizza is probably most alive and well in 
Japan - where branches are open in locations such as Nagoya, Fukuoka 
and Tokyo. Having never been to an original Shakey’s in the USA, this 
writer can only make an educated guess about the differences; however, 

it seems safe to say that there is no 
Japanese curry available at Shakey’s 
in America. Utilizing a time-based 
system, Shakey’s Japan offers a 
generous amount of food and drink 
for people craving an alternative take 
on an American food staple - pizza! 
On our last visit to the Tokyo, 
Ikebukuro institution, we were 
treated to Hamburger Pizza (mustard, 
mayo and ketchup with cheddar 
cheese and minced meat), All Black 
Pizza, a featuring an unknown creamy 
black sauce with beans - which tastes 
much better than it reads and a more 
standard fare, seafood pizza with 
squid and black olives. In Japan a 
buffet is referred to as a viking (your 
guess is as good as mine) and a 
Shakey’’s “viking” consists of pizza, 
curry, various salads, fried potatoes a 
drink bar and, finally a set of dessert 
pizzas. Highly recommended for 
visitors to Japan traveling with a child 
or craving a taste and reminder of the 
comforts of home. 

column
I just met a weird person and started writing this column… she takes 
over my head so I decided to write this - finally, Today’s topic is this : 
The woman who women don't like. I wanted to make this topic 
someday…You know the woman’s friend is woman but often time a 
woman is a woman’s enemy. However, from my experience the 
unpopular woman is always a target for laughter….. 
1) Simply is this, the woman who is changing her attitude in front of 
a man. This is a woman Teacher K just met…. She was smoking a 
cigarette in a cafe like a slacker but all of a sudden, a man showed up 
and she turned into a super cute voiced woman!?? 2) It is a recent 
happen, the woman who is trying to pretend to be man-ish, however 
these women are actually super womanly and inside is very 
complicated… 3) Woman who is a type of mother in-law.  Anything 
you do this type of woman will say “You don’t know this!?” For 
example, this type of woman will say “you don’t know how to cook 
with bonito flakes?”. Too much!
4) The woman who only talks boastful topics… this is typical…

There is a taste for food but I or maybe you also will be difficult to be 
friend with these women!
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 Corn and Mayo Pizza - a staple at 
Shakey’s Japan.
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It is not a regular fruit jelly, it is too easy to 
say just “special jelly” - This is the Sembikiya 
special jelly series. 
One day my friend brought these to my 
daughter. Since then, all of my family 
members are fascinated with this fresh fruit 
jelly.
There is orange and two types of grapefruit  - 
white and ruby. They are sold in the 
confectionary section of Sembikiya.
The visual is also very cute and dynamic, and 
it is made of one whole orange or grape fruit 
that’s been jellied. They are juicy and the 
texture is soft and pleasant on the tongue. 
Also it is different from drinking juice -it’s a  
jelly.  Sembikiya fruits shop was established 
in 1834 - the time of Japan’s Edo period. So 
Sembikiya is a pioneer of the fancy fruit 
shop.The Japanese historical figure Takamori 
Saigo was one of their loyal customers and 
also it is famous for many well known 
personalities that  are also lovers of 
Sembikiya. Of course, the fruits that they 
dealing in are very special and also priced 
fancy. So this Omiyage souvenir is be a 
dream item.
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Senbikiya  honten 

One year memorial : Remembering Yoko Nagisa 
Dear Yoko Nagisa 
I hope you are doing well in heaven, It’s been  long time to tidy up my mess of a mind after your death.The 
day you left us, a huge storm arose, I realized you were a woman like a siren, so that day we all cried within 
the storm. Now the storm is getting close to us again. I will remember you when the storm comes in autumn 
every year. I have your song with me, anytime I am sad maybe when I am happy. 　　　With love, Misako
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